Sardine In Outer Space 6
**Synopsis**

Adventures Ahoy! Even cleaning up is an adventure when Sardine comes to town! Roaming through the galaxy with her space-faring friends, Sardine's always up for vexing vile villainy and thwarting terrible tyranny -- leaving a little time for baking and bedtime stories, of course! Ten of Sardine's wacky and wonderful adventures are told in simple, scribbly artwork in this sixth volume of the Sardine in Outer Space series by Emmanuel Guibert.
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**Customer Reviews**

Our children - ages girl age 7 and a boy age 5 - LOVE the Sardine in Outer Space series. Sardine 1 starts as a more or less straightforward romp but as the series has progressed the characters have become more self aware and complex. I strongly recommend this book.

The sardine books are the first books my kid got into reading and kicked off a love of reading. They are great, we own all of them.

my young son loves the sardine seriesthis one is just as good as the others

I'm 71 and I love allll these as do my 4 grandchildren. Can't miss.
My son loves the Sardine graphic books. We donated them to his classroom (3rd grade) and they are very popular.
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